Contact information for my district:

A Unit Commissioner!

Who can do the
most to help
a unit leader
succeed?

A Commissioner is a friend to unit leaders and a
representative of the Boy Scouts of America, our
council, and the district. Commissioners uphold
our program’s ideals, principles, and policies... but
you are not a spy or the “rules police.” Instead,
Commissioners function like:
A doctor, helping units make “good health” a way of
life. You observe symptoms, diagnose the ailment,
prescribe a remedy, and follow-up with your patient.
A teacher, participating in the development of unit
leaders by sharing your knowledge with them.
A coach, helping unit leaders solve their own issues
and challenges, guiding them to find solutions that
work for them.
A communicator, ensuring unit leaders are aware
and informed of opportunities, activities, training and
policies, and serving as a conduit for getting answers
to their questions.
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How many units would I serve?

One unit. Just one. Unless you really want two. But one
is ideal. Some Commissioners serve as many as three
units.

Can I do this and also do other
things in Scouting?

Yes. In fact, most Commissioners also serve in other
roles. That’s why we suggest just one unit.

Who makes a good Unit
Commissioner?
The main job qualifications are being helpful, friendly,
courteous, and kind. This is a great job for you if you
are “people person.” Scouting experience is a plus,
but being a fast learner works, too! The best attribute
is a sincere desire to help units succeed.

What about training?

There is training for new and continuing
Commissioners. You would work with an Assistant
District Commissioner for guidance through the
process.

How much time does it take?

A good estimate is about four (4) hours per month.
That includes attending a monthly Unit Commissioner
meeting (just prior to Roundtable; one hour),
attending Roundtable (1.5 hours), and visiting and
communicating with your unit (1.5 hours).

How can I find out more?

You can attend a Commissioner’s meeting in your
district. These will be listed on the calendar on your
district’s website. Or you can contact your District
Commissioner or District Executive, and they will be
happy to answer all your questions.

What Do I Get From Being A
Commissioner?
Meet people you would not normally meet
Teach and coach
Satisfaction from helping people
Help improve Scouting
Give back to Scouting what others gave to you
Help influence and guide
See Scouts having fun
Make sure boys have a solid BSA program
Friendships
Opportunity to connect with your community
Watch the young boys grow and develop
Witness units getting better and youth getting
a better program
Participate without having the time requirements
of a unit leader

